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  19 September 2018 
 
 TO: RAILS Board of Directors 
 
 FROM: Deirdre Brennan 
 
 SUBJECT: Board diversity and representation 
 
Board president Laura Turner has requested discussion of board diversity and representation.  
This memo is designed to outline state law requirements for representation, some history of 
past elections that shed some light on voting participation, and finally some conversation 
starter questions for the board to consider. 
 
The Illinois Compiled Statutes 75 ILCS 10/5 set forth requirements for representation.  The law 
is included in this packet.  Essentially, the law requires that a “majority shall be elected or 
selected from the governing boards of the member public libraries” and “board members shall 
be representative of the types of libraries that library system serves.”  Beyond these 
requirements, it is up to the board to determine the specifics of representation, including the 
designation of seats for specific library types. 
 
It is important to note that all of the RAILS nominating committees over the past six years have 
also paid close attention to geographic representation and diversity to ensure that the board 
reflects the makeup of the membership as much as possible. 
 
The current board makeup is as follows: 
  
15 total members 
8 public library trustees (majority) 
1 academic library seat 
1 school public library seat 
1 special library seat 
4 at large seats 
 

For comparison purposes the IHLS board composition is: 

8 public library trustee representatives 
1 special library representative 
1 academic library representative  
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2 public library representatives 
3 school library representatives 
 
Obviously, any member library staff member or public library trustee can run for the at large 
seats. Although we make a real effort to recruit candidates from different types of libraries, 
most of the candidates tend to be from public libraries. I should also point out that at large 
seats are the only seats for which public library staff are eligible. There is no public library staff 
seat on the board.  
 
It is also important to note that voting is the key determinant of who gets elected.  We have 
included information on numbers of candidates by type over the past few years as well as 
voting participation by type. Again, though we make a concentrated effort to encourage all 
types of libraries to vote, public libraries vote much more than any other type. 
 
Changing the representation structure requires a bylaws change which requires a two-thirds 
majority vote of the board. 
 
Some questions to consider: 
 
What are the pros and cons of changing the representation structure? 
 
What related issues need to be considered?  Voting? Recruitment? 
 
As I said earlier in this memo, we do work on geographic as well as other kinds of diversity.  We 
welcome suggestions on how to increase the overall diversity of the board. 
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RAILS

Available At Large Seats and Board Election Totals

2012-2018

Year

term begins
school special public academic

Jul-18 3 2 x 8 (3) 1 24 181 19 20 244

Jul-17 0 22 136 29 11 198

Jul-16 2 1 x 9 (2) 1 24 161 23 17 225

Jul-15 2 x x 4 (2) x 13 168 16 10 207

Jul-14 0 21 113 33 6 173

Jul-13 2 x 1 4 (2) x 8 140 12 8 168

Jul-12 2 1 1 4 (2) x 16 129 15 13 173

x= no candidate 

candidates by type (elected)

no at large seats open 

no at large seats open 

Total Votes 
At-large 
seats 
open

Academic 
library votes

Public library 
votes

School 
library votes

Special 
library votes
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